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hand, models of these polyhedra admit free continuous large
reversible bendings without visible distortions of the material.
On the other hand, the polyhedra themselves are mathematically
rigid and do not admit continuous bendings in the sense of O.
Cauchy. The found polyhedra are called model flexors in order to
distinguish them from theoretical flexors of R. Connelly. Bendings
of the models are asymptotically exactly approximated by linear
bendings of polyhedra. They represent a non-rigid, soft or retarded,
loss of stability which corresponds to the loss of stability ‘‘in
the small’’ in the sense of L. Euler. This new phenomenon in
mechanics of deformable solid bodies may be considered as
an original geometric catastrophe machine which supplements
known physical models by E.C. Ziman and T. Poston.
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We present a recently discovered surprising property of right star-like bipyramid of
A.D. Alexandrov and S.M. Vladimirova, which contradicts actual principles of geometry and mechan-
ics. On one hand, models of these polyhedra admit free continuous invertible large bendings without
visible distortions of materials. On the other hand, the polyhedra in question aremathematically rigid
and do not admit continuous mathematical bendings as polyhedra in the sense of O. Cauchy. Polyhe-
dra which possess similar properties are calledmodel flexors, whereas flexible polyhedra invented by
R. Connelly and others are called theoretical flexors. From the viewpoint of A.V. Pogorelov’s geomet-
ric theory of shells, bendings of models are asymptotically exactly approximated by linear bendings
of polyhedra which are determined uniquely by some mechanical principles. From the viewpoint of
V. Arnold’s analytical theory of dynamical systems, bendings in question represent non-rigid, soft or
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an original geometric catastrophemachine which supplements known physical models by E.C. Ziman
and T. Poston.
1. General presentation of results
In 1978 American mathematician R. Connelly discovered a flexor, a non-rigid closed polyhedron
which is flexible in the sense of the classical definition by Cauchy [8]. Physical polyhedral models of
this polyhedron admit free bendings without visible distortions of materials. It was quite natural to
assume that models are physically flexible because of classical mathematical flexibility of the Connelly
polyhedron itself. Recall that a bending of a polyhedron is defined in the sense of A. Cauchy as such
a continuous isometric deformation when faces of polyhedron move like solid plates, so only angles
between faces may be continuously varied.
In 2000 we discovered a surprising property of rigid polyhedra, right star-like bipyramid of
Alexandrova andVladimirova [2],which are actually referred to asmodel flexors [16,17]. Amodel flexor
is a rigid polyhedron, which is not continuously flexible in the sense of A. Cauchy, whose physical
polyhedralmodels admit free bendingswithout visible distortions ofmaterials just as physicalmodels
of the Connelly flexor. The flexibility of these models is caused by mathematical linear bendings of
the polyhedron itself. By definition, a linear bending of a polyhedron is its continuous isometric
deformation within the class of polyhedra, so shapes and sizes of faces are not fixed. Such isometric
deformations of polyhedra, when faces may be broken along some moving edges, were introduced
into consideration by the author, V.A. Zalgaller and Yu.D. Burago, D.D. Bleecker for the study of non-
standard bendings of some polyhedra as well as for investigating isometric immersions of polyhedral
metrics (1994–1996).
From the viewpoints of V.I. Arnold’s analytical theory of dynamical systems [3], linear bendings of
the model flexors in question may be interpreted as non-rigid, soft or retarded, loss of stability, when
the system is subject to large overcritical deformations. Such deformations seem to be very surprising
from the viewpoint of the classical mechanics.
In this paper we represent dynamical properties of model flexors, including geometric, analytic,
numeric and graphic descriptions of some particular linear bendings of star-like bipyramids. The
proposed discussion was briefly announced in [16].
Applications of model flexors in the mechanical theory of shells are based on asymptotically
precise, with respect to the thickness and sizes of pyramids, mathematical simulations on the base of
some general ideas and principles well-founded by numerous mechanical experiments. These ideas
and principles deal with overcritical deformations of shells and allow us to choose appropriate linear
bendings in some unique way. Besides, the proposed mathematical simulations are confirmed by a
numeric and graphic analysis of deformations. From the viewpoints of A.V. Pogorelov’s geometric
theory of stability of shells [27], mathematical deformations of pyramids are identified numerically
with continuous bendings of middle surfaces of pyramidal shells; this is a fundamental principle, the
isometry principle, and it is based on physical experiences. Finally, linear bendings of pyramids, when
viewed as a dynamical system, represent an original one-parameter geometric catastrophe machine,
which supplies the well-known elementary physical models by Ziman and Poston [29] representing
rigid loss of stability. This interpretation ofmodel flexors in question allows a purely synthetic analysis
announced in [16].
It is widely believed that the cited result by R. Connelly disproves the conjecture by L. Euler
on the non-existence of continuous bendings of closed surfaces and models under some regularity
assumptions. On the other hand, results presented in this paper prove another conjecture by L. Euler
which says that general loss of stability of surfaces and models are just some transitions from initial
states to statically possible infinitesimally close states of equilibrium [15]. These results amplify the
cited discovery by R. Connelly and present a new phenomenon in the theory of large overcritical
deformations of solid bodies.
2. Analogies in classical mechanics
In various applications the following stability criteria is widely used: a thin elastic shell is stable
if and only if its middle surface is geometrically rigid. For instance, in the architecture this rigidity
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principle was formulated for polyhedral shells by a group of Canadian mathematicians [5] in 1978.
Moreover, this principle is appliedwithout any grounds in constructivemechanics [11]. The discovery
of model flexors demonstrates that the rigidity criteria for polyhedral shells is not sufficient; it has to
be completed by an appropriate analysis of loss of stability for rigid shells. In other words, we have to
analyze how softly a rigid shell may loss its stability.
Similar conclusions were obtained by R. Connelly in 1974, when he conjectured and discussed
hypotheses about model flexors [9]. Namely, he conjectured the existence of polyhedral shells with
rigid middle surfaces, which can lose stability under small loads. Such existence was supposed to
be a possible reason to surprising destructions of technical constructions. R. Connelly wrote that a
model flexor may be subject to deformations until it forms a stable structure; similar overcritical
deformations are actually referred to as non-rigid retarded losses of stability. Taking into account
one theorem by Gluck [12], R. Connelly explains these unusual phenomena in constructivemechanics
as follows: the middle polyhedral surface of a model flexor is close to a theoretical flexor with the
same combinatorial structure. On the other hand, it is almost impossible to find a theoretical flexor
close to the middle polyhedron of a given model flexor. Moreover, for star-like bipyramidal model
flexors discussed here there are no theoretical flexors close to corresponding star-like bipyramidal
middle surfaces. Thus, the model flexors form a general class of polyhedra which completes and
extends the natural class of R. Connelly’s theoretical flexors. As consequence, the results obtained have
more general technical applications; we will discuss some examples which confirm the mentioned
conjectures by R. Connelly.
For regular shells similar conclusionsweremade byGoldenweiser in 1979 [13]. Namely, in classical
mechanics the studying of small deformations of shells is based on the same rigidity principlewhich is
referred to as a theorem about possible bendings. It states, that for a rigid surface, which does not admit
infinitesimal bendings by definition, any of its real model is always a rigid shell. On the other hand,
A.L. Goldenweiser discovered some non-convex flexible shells, tori and bended tubes, with
non-flexible middle surfaces. A reason for the existence of such surprising class of shells
is some kind of tangential flexibility of surfaces referred to as a pseudo-flexibility. It is a
flexibility with fields of translations and rotations suffering discontinuities along some curves.
Such flexibility was applied by A.V. Pogorelov for the determination of upper critical loads
for strongly convex shells under external pressures, i.e. loads at the moment of the loss
of stability [27]. The notion of pseudo-flexibility was studied by A.L. Goldenweiser and his
collaborators for mathematical simulations in the theory of stability of elastic shell by purely
geometrical methods. Actually, a new fundamental notion was distinguished—a physically non-
rigid shell, i.e. a mathematically rigid shell which admits pseudo-bendings. It turned out
that similar shells have been used in techniques to construct compensators of deformations.
V.I. Arnold emphasized in his lecture at Filds Institute [4] that he had communicated to
A.L. Goldenweiser a conjecture about dynamical nature of pseudo-bendings. However dynamical
properties of pseudo-bendings of shells were not studied and actually present a very interesting and
non-trivial subject of geometric investigations.
The model flexors, introduced by the author to describe overcritical deformations of a thin
elastic shell, are very similar to physically non-rigid shells applied by A.L. Goldenweiser to describe
undercritical deformations. From the geometric point of view, both variants of bendings of surfaces,
which correspond to unusual deformations of shells in question, were discussed by S.E. Cohn-Vossen
[10], who mentioned bendings with breaks and sliding singular edges. It seems to be true that similar
deformations of shells with singularities caused by losses of stability have been assumed by L. Euler
in his famous conjecture: ‘‘a closed space figure does not admit bendings while it does not tear . . . ’’; here
‘‘tear ’’ means some sudden loss of regularity of the surface, which may be polyhedral.
Wewould like to note that the discovery of the phenomenon of non-rigid loss of stability for shells
became possible only with the help of geometrical simulations. Geometers who develop methods of
geometrical simulation in the theory of stability of shells, for instance—A.V. Pogorelov, R. Connelly, the
author, based their investigations on qualitative statements presented in technical practices where
any information about the geometrical flexibility of the middle surface of a real construction plays a
fundamental role. In this context, let us cite V.V. Novozhenov, scientist, military engineer, and one of
founders of the modern mechanics of shells [26]. He pointed out that the principal practical problem
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in the constructivemechanics is to know how to build stable constructions, and conjectured that non-
rigid construction may be of great interest for various practical applications. ‘‘A shell, which is not fixed
with respect to pure bends, may loss stability. . . under very small critical loads, so it may be very sensitive to
small perturbations of bends. Thus the complete elimination, or sufficient decreasing, of the deformability of
shells with respect to all forms of pure bends has to be the principal aim for any designer of shells. Exceptions
may be allowed for the cases when either loads are insignificant or designed shells do not have to be very
strong but quite pliable. . . ’’. Our discovery of model flexors confirms the cited intuitive conjecture by
V.V. Novozhilov. However, it seems to be impossible to predict by pure geometrical methods if a given
shell admits a non-rigid loss of stability; for this purpose we have to apply some real mechanical
experiments. Besides, in classical mechanics there are no appropriate analytical methods to describe
overcritical behavior of shells under large deformations; fortunately, such methods are presented in
the theory of dynamical systems. Hence, the cited dynamical conjecture by V.I. Arnold about pseudo-
bendings may interpreted in terms of linear bendings of model flexors too. Actually we confirm this
interpretation. Let us recall some definitions by Arnold [3].
A dynamical system is a set of objects which is ordered by the time. The time is frequently referred
to as the amplitude, whereas other numerical characteristics of the dynamical system, which depend
on the time, are referred to as phases. An evolution of the dynamical system is described by a phase
curve in the space of phase and time parameters. Generically, we are free to choosewhat characteristic
of the system has to be viewed as its time and what ones are phases. A bifurcation, i.e. a transition of
the system from the initial stationary state to some another equilibrium state, is frequently called a
loss of stability of the system. The loss of stability is referred to either as rigid or as non-rigid if at the
moment of the bifurcation the phase curve is either discontinuous or continuous respectively. A non-
rigid loss of stability is called a soft loss of stability or a Hopf bifurcation, if the phases are of the second
degree with respect to the time at the moment of bifurcation. A soft loss of stability is referred to as
retarded, if the phases rest close to their initial values during some times and then abruptly increase
or decrease; from analytical viewpoint, ‘‘retarded losses of stability are very similar to rigid ones’’
[3]. Generically, not individual isolated systems but continuous families of systems which depend
on governing parameters are of interest. The space of governing parameters is usually divided into
domains of generic dynamical systemswith similar properties. These domains are separated one from
another by subsets called separatrices. Any transition fromone domain to another through a separatrix
is called a catastrophe because of a particular degeneracy of some analytical properties of dynamical
systems. In the next chapters we will study a dynamical system represented by pyramidal model
flexors which admit non-rigid losses of stability.
3. Geometry and dynamics of flexions
A bipyramidal flexor consists of two right star-like pyramids, which do not admit classical
continuous bendings, in the sense of A. Cauchy, if the boundaries of pyramids slide in the base
plane [16]. We consider particular star-like pyramids and their particular isometric deformations
within the class of polyhedra. These deformations, which are referred to as linear bendings, may serve
as a unique and asymptotically precise approximation for large bendings of realmodels of the star-like
bipyramids without visible distortions of materials.
Every pyramidwhichmakes part of the bipyramidal flexor in question is based on a plane right star.
The cyclic symmetries of the star generate cyclic symmetries of the pyramid realized by rotations
along the axis of pyramid. The fundamental element of the star is a convex quadrangle made of
two equal triangles, they will be referred to as fundamental too. Clearly the star may be obtained
by iterated rotations of the fundamental quadrangle. Let 2α < pi be the angle of the fundamental
quadrangle at the center of star. Thedoubled intrinsic and extrinsic angles of the fundamental triangles
adjacent to the boundary of star are equal to pi/2 − α and pi/2 + α respectively. Similar star-like
pyramids were introduced by A.D. Alexandrov and S.M. Vladimirova in order to construct discrete
classical bendings of polyhedra. Every fundamental quadrangle of the star corresponds to a petal of
the pyramid. All the petals are equal, and the pyramid may be constructed by iterated rotations of
one petal along the axis of the pyramid. Every petal consists of two equal triangles presenting faces of
the pyramid. Let β and γ stand for the angles of some petal’s triangle face, which correspond under
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Fig. 1. The base of a triangular star-like normalised pyramid.
the vertical orthogonal projection to the angle α and another acute angle of the fundamental triangle
of star respectively. Denote the height of pyramid by H and the angle between the concave edge of
pyramid and the axis by η. Fig. 1 shows the orthogonal projection of the pyramid onto the base star,
when the number of petals is equal to 3. In order to avoid homotheties, we normalize the pyramid in
such a way that the lengths from the center to the vertices of the base star are given by the following
formulae: p2 = 21+sinα , q2 = 21−sinα , here α = pin is just the mentioned angle of the fundamental
triangle at the center of star.
Now let us construct a linear bending of the described star-like pyramid. The top vertex moves
along the axe of pyramid. The vertices which belong to the base star move along fixed rays. The faces
are simultaneously broken along new additional moving edges as shown by dashed lines in Fig. 1.
Every face is broken along just one new moveable edge, which starts at the corresponding boundary
vertex. So every big ‘‘convex’’ inclined edge of the pyramid is broken in one point, whereas the small
‘‘concave’’ inclined edges and the edgeswhich belong to the base star are still unbroken. For every petal
the corresponding break point remains always in its symmetry plane, so all the original symmetries
of the pyramid survive during the described linear bending.
Let u stand for the displacement of the top vertex along the axis; it is supposed to be positive when
the vertex moves toward the base plane of the pyramid. Besides, for every petal we introduce the
following quantities: z will denote the distance from the break point of the inclined edge to the axis,
we will suppose that z is positive if the broken edge does not intersect the axe; s will stand for the
distance from the break point to the top vertex; ν will denote the angle between the broken edge and
the base plane, wewill suppose that ν is positive if the break point stands over the base plane. Clearly,
the introduced quantities are the same for all petals of the pyramid. At every time the broken pyramid
is completely determined by the parameters p, q, H and by the complementary parameters u, z, s, ν,
they may be varied during the bending. It is easy to conjecture that there are some dependencies
between u, z, s, ν. We will view the parameter u as the independent one, the time, whereas z, s,
ν are phase parameters, which depend on u. Dependencies between p, q, H and u, z, s, ν are given
in the following statement, which completely characterizes the linear bending in question from the
analytical point of view.
Lemma. The phase parameters z, s, nu depend on α, H and u as follows:
sin2 ν = (H
2 + p2) sin2 β − (p2 + r) sin2 α
a2 − (p2 + r) sin2 α ,
z = Q −
(√
H2 + q2 − s
)
cos ν,
s2 =
(
Q −
(√
H2 + q2 − s
)
cos ν
)2 + (H − u− (√H2 + q2 − s) sin ν)2 ,
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Fig. 2. The phase plane of a linear bending of a triangular pyramid.
where
sin2 β = 1− (H
2 + 2)2
(H2 + p2)(H2 + q2) ,
r = H2 − (H − u)2,
Q =
√
p2 + r cosα +
√
a2 − (p2 + r) sin2 α,
H4
H2 + q2 ≤ (H − u)
2 ≤ H2 + p2.
The separatrices and the values of parameters at the moment when the break points meet the axis are
represented by the following formulae:
1
H2
= q
2
4
− 1,
H2
4
= q
2
4
− 1,√
H2 + p2 cosβ = H − u˜,(√
H2 + p2 − (H − u˜)
)
s˜ = sinα
(
r˜ sinα + 2−
√
(r˜ sinα + 2)2 − r˜2
)
.
The presented formulae as well as all the described scheme of linear bending may be extended to
the degenerate case, when the height of the pyramid vanishes,H = 0. These formulae give a complete
description for all the geometrical and dynamical properties of the linear bending in question. For
instance, from the dynamical viewpoint the linear bending is governed by an equation of motion
z˙ = ϕ(z, u, α,H),
where ϕ is some complicated function which may be determined with the help of formulae in the
lemma.
Fig. 2 shows the phase plane (u, z) and the curve of deformation traced by the moving break
point for the particular case when the pyramid has three petals and H = 1. At small values of u
the curve behaves like a parabola, this interval corresponds to a soft loss of stability. The interval
0 < u < u˜ = 0.2483 . . . corresponds to a retarded loss of stability, when the bended pyramid has
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Fig. 4. The base of a hexagonal star-like pyramid.
some self-intersections like a butterfly along ‘‘concave’’ edges. The thin curve on Fig. 2 conjectures the
complete deformation curve at all admissible values of u.
Fig. 3 presents the plane of the governing parameters (H, α) and a separatrix S, the curve of
bifurcation β = η which divide the whole plane onto some domains with respect to the kind of
the loss of stability. For instance, the pyramids with three petals are represented by the points on the
vertical ray (H, pi/3). This ray meets the separatrix S at the point H0 = 0.6050 . . . shown by a white
point, it is a point of catastrophe in terms of theory of dynamical systems. The dashed curve in Fig. 3
shows another separatrix, β = γ , which separates the cases when the break points appear at the top
vertex and at the vertices of the base. We would like to mention also the vertical ray corresponding
to the pyramids with six petals, α = pi/6; one such pyramid is shown in Fig. 4. It turns out that the
point H = 0 on this ray is the meet point of three different equilibrium states of a linearly bended
pyramid viewed as a dynamical system. Namely, we have an original stationary unstable state of the
pyramid and two close states, when the break points appear at the top vertex and at the vertices of
base respectively.
Now, let us formulate general principles from practical mechanics, which result in geometric char-
acterizations of shell deformations before the moment of shell destruction and which allow us to
determine the form of the linear bending for the polyhedral middle surface of shell flexors corre-
sponding to free continuous deformations without visible distortions of materials. These principles
become significantly apparent for shells of vanishing curvature [32, Sections 127–129]; [33, Sections
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79–83, Section 97]. Here we follow an idea by Minkowski [24] about an essential role of geometry for
the nature studies. The importance of similar ideas for the studying of loss of stability of shells was
emphasized by Volmir in [33]: ‘‘One has to analyzewhen original differential equations are still applicable
and to consider deformations of shells under transitions comparable with sizes of shells. It would be desir-
able to discuss in more details, by methods of modern differential geometry, the form of a bended surface
of shell under overcritical deformations’’. Essentially we apply the geometric principle of isometry from
A.V. Pogorelov’s geometry theory of stability of shell, which is verified by corresponding principles of
mechanics [27]. General hypothesis and conjectures from practical mechanics are applied to models
of star-like pyramids, which are deformed under negligible transverse loads in such a way that initial
symmetries survive. These conjectures deal with the loss of stability only, however they can be ex-
tended to thewhole deformationprocess. Thus our investigations become complete andoptimal, since
all variants of deformations may be taken into account. So, let us formulate the discussed principles:
* If a star-like pyramid suffers a deformation, all the stresses are concentrated near the boundaries
of faces [32,33]. As consequence, we assume that the deformation is governed by the principle of
isometry, so the pyramid is subject to a linear bending realized by movable breaks of faces.
* If a star-like pyramid suffers a deformation, a system of edges supporting the stresses is stable
[32,33]. As consequence, we assume that an initial system of edges is mostly preserved. Moreover,
since it contains edges of three types (convex inclined edges, concave inclined edges, edges of base),
we suppose that only edges of one type may be broken due to the energy economy principle.
* If a star-like pyramid suffers a deformation, some swellings on concave parts appear, and these
swellings are directed outside the pyramid ‘‘following the curvature’’ [32,33]. As consequence, since
the energy of deformation is negligible, only one swelling appears on every concave part of the
pyramid. Moreover, the ridges of these swellings, i.e. concave inclined edges of the pyramid, are
subject to a rigid isometric deformation without breaks. Since the pyramid is bended linearly, every
its face is broken along just one edge. It follows from some geometric reasons that only big convex
inclined edges of the pyramid are broken, and everyone is broken in exactly one point.
These principles allowus to completely determine the geometric formof the desired linear bending
for the middle surface of the star-like bipyramidal shell flexor in question. Its analytical description
is presented in the lemma. Since the formulated hypotheses are based on physical experiences,
they replace real experiments. Thus deformations of the shell are simulated by purely mathematical
models. Geometric linear bendings of middle surfaces of pyramids are determined uniquely and they
coincide with bendings described in the lemma. So, following A.V. Pogorelov’s geometric theory of
stability [27], they approximate deformations of pyramids-shells with precision comparable with the
thickness of materials. From the viewpoint of the dynamical system theory [3], these bendings are
classified as soft or retarded loss of stability for both mathematical and physical models. We would
like to emphasize that the analysis of deformed states of pyramids is actually fulfilledwithout detailed
studying of stresses. Thus the presented mathematical model for the evolution of the mechanical
system in question gives a complete and unique description of all its geometric properties. We do
not apply analysis of stresses and do not find extreme points of corresponding potentials. Contrary to
classicalmechanics, we do not take into account physical characteristics ofmaterials of shells. Besides,
we do not investigate any differential equations and vector fields corresponding to the discussed
deformations.We use only synthetic, purely geometric methods. The problem of analyzing stresses of
real shells during technical realizations has to be solved by engineers with the help of the presented
geometric model, since stressesmay be determined from deformation [27]. Dynamical characteristics
also confirm that approximations are precise with respect to the thickness of materials as well as
to sizes of pyramids. All this means that model flexors may be applied on macro-level as well as
on micro-level. Moreover, on micro-level flexor properties become most apparent. As consequence,
model flexors may be used in micro-mechanics, micro-electronics, and other technical domains with
geometric technologies.
4. Elementary physical models
The mathematical rigidity and a free flexibility of model flexors may be easily verified with the
help of concrete star-like bipyramids with three petals. They have optimal number of vertices equal
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Fig. 5. The base of a complex model flexor consisting of elements of triangular and hexagonal pyramids.
to 8. Note that theoretical flexors of Connelly typewith 8 vertices are not constructed yet, this is a very
interesting problem. In order to construct concrete real models, one can choose the following values
for the lengths of sides of triangle faces:
Edge which belongs to the base (a) Big ‘‘convex’’ edge (b) Small ‘‘concave’’ edge(c)
87 mm 100 mm 36 mm
87 mm 97 mm 26 mm
Possible errors are less than 0.1mm, and they do not exceed errors caused by technical realizations
of models. The height H of the described pyramids at initial states is equal to 25 mm and 0 mm
respectively. These pyramids are obtained from normalized pyramids with heights H = 1 and H = 0
by the homothetywith coefficient 2.5083. Another interesting example is a star-like bipyramidal shell
with six petals whose height is equal to 0, see Fig. 4. All these examples are pointed out in Fig. 3 by
dark points.We constructed themodels in question by using a cardboardwhosewidth is equal to 0.25
mm. One model was built in 1997 and actually it is still working.
When the bipyramid is subject to a linear bending, only big ‘‘convex’’ edges are broken. At small
times, when the deformation is viewed as soft, the distance s from the top vertex to the corresponding
break points and the deviation z of break points from the axis are of the second degree with respect
to the displacement u of the top vertex along the axis.
The retarded loss of stability corresponds to the periods of deformations 34H < u < H and 0 < u
< 13mm in the first and third cases respectively. Relative growth of big edges during that period does
not exceed 0.00269mm and 0.00137mm. These values are comparable with technical characteristics
of materials, like cardboards or metals, which may be used to build a shell [27].
Formally speaking, bendings similar to soft or retarded losses of stability are very natural for all
star-like bipyramids as well as for more general symmetric polyhedral constructions consisting of
bipyramids. For instance, the base of a complex model flexor formed with the help of some elements
of pyramids with three and six petals is shown in Fig. 5. The dotted lines correspond to break edges
on the faces of petals. In order to construct a concrete real model, one can choose the following sizes:
a = 87, b = 36, c = 100, g = 56, r = 61.3, f = 32.3, s = 40.
Another model flexor is represented by a star-like pyramid with four petals shown in Fig. 6. It
has two orthogonal planes of symmetry, which contain the axis of the pyramid. We remark that its
characteristic angle α is not necessarily equal to pi/n; it takes its values within the interval (0, pi/2).
Figs. 2 and 3 together with the lemma completely describe appropriate linear bendings of such
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Fig. 6. The base of a star-like pyramid with four petals.
pyramid. For generic petals, the phases z and s at small times,when breaks appears near the top vertex,
are of the second degree with respect to the displacement u. If the petals belong to the separatrix
S, then s is still of the second degree, whereas z becomes of the third degree with respect to the
displacement u. Elements of this pyramid may be applied to construct more general flexors.
In order to analyze the behavior of break points at small times when these points appear near the
vertices of the base star, let us consider a new phase plane (w, z). Assume that at the initial moment
u = 0 the axis z is erected vertically at a base vertex Q of a big ‘‘convex’’ inclined edge, whereas the
axew goes throughQ symmetrically to the edge in questionwith respect to the horizontal base plane.
Also suppose that the axes z andw are translated together to the vertexQ . On themoving phase plane
(w, z) the break point of the edge traces some curve γ . It follows from the lemma that at small times
the displacement ofQ is of the same degree as u, whereas the phase curve γ is close to a cubic parabola
w = Du2, z = Du3
with some nonzero constants D. This result may be confirmed experimentally with the help of very
precise real models.
5. Conclusions
The presented results develop mathematical and physical statements and principles by
A.D. Alexandrov, R. Connelly, V.I. Arnold, A.L. Goldenweiser and A.V. Pogorelov. They determine an
actual direction of theoretical and applied investigations of bendings of surfaces and models by
methods of the theory of dynamical systems. Besides, they may stimulate non-standard discussions
about reasons for various unexplained technical accidents and slow destructions of thin elastic
shells during large deformations. Unified investigations of rigid and non-rigid losses of stability are
also confirming the cited principle by H. Minkowski about the unity of geometrical and physical
roots of nature. Moreover, the phenomenon of non-rigid loss of stability may be interesting in
various architectural, constructional and geophysical applications. It may be also used in the industry
for design movable technical constructions with changeable geometrical forms. For instance, one
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technically profitable construction which may be built with the help of star-like pyramidal shells is a
covering tent with a variable covered area (see [11], p. 161).
The non-rigid loss of stability of star-like pyramidal shells was discovered experimentally, but it
is also of significant interest for the theory of dynamical systems where the discovery of the retarded
loss of stability by purely analytical methods was viewed as very sensational, see [3]; one could
cite also the recent paper [25] by Neishtadt where some estimates for the time of retardation are
discussed. Following Pogorelov [27], if a deformed state of a shell is determined, then its physical
state under stresses is determined too. Moreover, as Arnold indicates in [4], the state under stresses
may be represented in terms of the theory of dynamical systems; any such representation has to
be based on the duality between deformations and stresses. So a family of linear bendings of star-
like pyramids may be interpreted as a non-linear dynamical system and we call it a geometrical
catastrophe machine. Following Zaslavskiy and Sagdeev [34], the geometrical catastrophe machine
is a simplest systemwhich admits a complete and precise analysis, since it has one degree of freedom
and is given explicitly, hence an actual problem is to find its ‘‘real physical analogues’’.
Whenwe talk about foundations of the phenomenon of rigid loss of stability and related problems,
especially for convex shells, we mean the following. Geometric discussions may largely extend
abilities of practical mechanics. For instance, geometric investigations of large flexions of shells on
the base of experimental data have to be the first step to solve some open problems which deal with
loss of stability of shells. Actually it is still true the following remark by Volmir [32]: ‘‘Up to now, in
order to determine sizes of designed constructions, designers either compare them with similar existing
constructions or use some intuitive reasons, and when they fulfill investigations of the stability’’. On the
other hand, the classical geometry ‘‘in the large’’ has a lot of results which may be usefully applied
for such investigations. For example, one can recall theorems by A.D. Alexandrov about regularity
and strong convexity of convex surfaces with bounded curvatures [28]. There are all reasons to
state that these theorems may serve to solve a well-known problem about the static-geometrical
duality ‘‘deformations–stresses’’ in theory of deformations of shells [14]. One can also mention the
duality remarked by A.D. Alexandrov between the angular velocities of an infinitesimally bended
polyhedron and the vectors of extensions/compressions of its edges [1]. This duality is very close
to the geometrically interpreted rigid loss of stability of shells and with numerous phenomena of
sudden tears of shells. Good examples for geometric analyses provided by classical mechanics are
an indeterminateness of geometrical forms of overcritical deformations of a circular cylinder under
axial pressure and causes to sudden and long fissures. Solutions for these problems may be provided
just by the geometry. In [18] some generalizations of the cited Alexandrov’s theorems deal with
qualitative representations of bendings of convex surfaces related to a particular behavior of geodesic
lines. Namely, a strong straightening of a geodesic curve in a convex surface is always followed by a
twisting of the surface along this geodesic; this twisting may lead, in particular, to large transversal
tears when the surface is simulated by a thin shell. Moreover, an abrupt appearing of an isolated
singular edge along a geodesic curve always results in the straightening of this geodesic and in the
extending of the edge onto the whole geodesic; for the simulating thin shell it means an appearing of
fast and long fissures. This fact is usefully applied for cut out glasses. Besides, the cited generalizations
of Alexandrov’s theorems explain, for the first time, reasons for the flatness of fissures in solid bodies.
Furthermore three theoretically possible different kinds of overcritical deformations of the cylinder
under axial loads, which were conjectured intuitively and experimentally in mechanics [32,33], have
a complete geometric description in terms of the mentioned particular property of geodesic lines on
convex surfaces. Examples of the rigid loss of stability are also represented by the catastrophemachine
of E. Ziman and T. Poston.
A typical example of the rigid loss of stability is the famous destruction ofWTC in New-York which
happened September 11, 2001. The scheme of the destruction caused by an explosion inside WTC
of 150 tons of aircraft gas coincides with the scheme of a volcano eruption caused by a dynamical
growth of the pressure inside the cone of volcano; if the magma cannot pass through the volcano
vertex, then the cone is instantly girded with a transversal fissure, the magma goes through this
fissure and covers an upper part of the cone, so the volcano become similar to a truncated cone. A
corresponding deformation of the initial volcano cone is an isometric deformation which increases
the volume inside the cone. A geometric model of such a deformation for convex pyramids, which
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generalizes the well-known results by D.D. Bleecker on the relative increase of the volume of right
polyhedra under particular linear bendings, were communicated by the author September 11, 2001
shortly a few time before the tragedy ofWTC [19]. Let us recall the exact values of the relative increase
of the volume of the right tetrahedron obtained by D. Bleecker and by the author with the help of
different linear bendings, they are equal to 1.37718257 and 1.41575603 respectively; we conjectured
that the largest possible value is 1.420.
If one applies a model flexor as a technical construction which is stable because of the rigidity
principle mentioned above, then it is clear that may arise some surprising effects which are related
to the soft loss of stability and similar to effects of the pseudo-flexibility of physically non-rigid
shells [13]. These dangerous effects may stimulate the appearing of numerous and hardly detectable
micro-fissures of fatigue.
Various examples of the retarded loss of stability may be presented in the nature too. They are
also caused by the geometric flexibility. Let us discuss some illustrative examples, when methods of
classical mechanics are not able to reconstruct the dynamical picture, since its grounds are essentially
determined by the geometry. These examples are in complete agreement with the model by
R. Connelly for physical destructions and admit direct numerical descriptions with the help of model
linear bendings of star-like pyramids with three petals.
** The presented disproof of the rigidity principle has to be necessarily taken into account in
constructive mechanics. Actually engineers and designers view a star-like bipyramidal shell as a
physically stable construction, since it does not admit bendings in the sense of Cauchy. On the other
hand, a real model of the pyramid may be destroyed under loads which are significantly less then
predicted ones [5]. Thus the rigidity principle is not sufficient, it has to be amplified by experiments
as well as by additional geometric investigations. Only after that one can make conclusions about the
stability or flexibility of the designed technical construction.
** A crash of a Soviet airline TU-144 happened in Le Bourge in 1973. Its true causes are still
unknown, all the systems of the airline worked in natural regimes at the moment of crash. We
conjecture that a possible essential reason for the crash is a destruction of fatigue suffered by wings.
Namely, we mean two of the most vulnerable parts of the wing, one is a middle concave part and
another is the rigid joint of thewingwith the fuselage. Actually, a gently slopedwingwith a concavely
broken front edge, which is similar to an element of a star-like bipyramidalmodel flexor, is potentially
subject to a soft loss of stability. This conclusion agrees with opinions of aviators about insufficient
strengths of wings, with pictures of the crashed airlines where one can see essential destructions just
in the indicated parts of wings and with subsequent technical investigations in order to strengthen
and amplify wings [31].
** It was remarked that the north and south boundaries of Switzerland approach one to another
by 3 mm per year, whereas Alpine peaks grow up by 1.5 mm per year. A possible reason for this
geophysical phenomenon is quite simple: European andAfrican plates of the earth-crust approach and
push one another. Generally, in numerous geophysical theories the earth-crust is simulated by a thin
elastic shell, as it was proposed byU. Tomson, howevermany fundamental questions about dynamical
properties of the earth-crust are still rather open [30]. So one can propose an alternative interpretation
for the tectonic dynamics which is based on the phenomenon of a retarded loss of stability of shells.
Namely, when two plates push and break one another by 1.5 mm, a sharp peak appears whose height
is just 1.5 mm, whereas the plates are pushed by 3 mm. Clearly, this interpretation is not strong
and has to be amplified theoretically as well as experimentally. Nevertheless the proposed geometric
interpretationmay provide a newpossible explanation of oceanic and continental breaks of the earth’s
crust, overturns of ore strata, arising of isle arcs and deep-water cavities, arising of the most strange
and surprising to geophysicists studying the Pacific Ocean basin; a recent example is the catastrophic
earthquake in Sumatra in 2004.
The discussed family of star-like bipyramid is an actual and rich object for investigations in
geometry as well as in various adjacent mathematical domains.
*** Geometric fractals. It turns out that the family of star-like bipyramids is surprisingly related to
fractals [16]; the relation is based on some invariant functions of the family in question, which are
themselves of great interests. The dynamical system z → z2
z2+c determined by the invariant function
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Fig. 7. The Mandelbrot set.
cos2 β
cos2 β−cos2 α traces in the complex c-plane thewell-knownMandelbrot fractal set, just like the classical
system z → z2 + c does (see Fig. 7).
Contrarily to the classical system, we paint in colors both the intrinsic and extrinsic parts of the
obtained fractal set. In particular, we disprove the conjecture about a chaotic character of the extrinsic
part. It is one more confirmed when we paint the fractal set which corresponds to the dual invariant
function with the infinity viewed as the origin. The points −0.25, −0.5 and −0.75 on the axis of the
fractal set, which are contained inside the cardioids, correspond to the values of c for the star-like
bipyramids with three, four and six petals respectively, see the points marked in Fig. 3. The range
of values for c which correspond to all possible star-like bipyramids is an open interval from c = 0
to c = −1. It is remarkable that the point that corresponds to bipyramids with six petals separates
two largest parts of the fractal, the cardioid and the big bud, the similar separation is presented in
Fig. 3. We have no clear explanations for these intriguing coincidences. On the other hand, a concrete
way from geometry to fractals was discovered in 1994, when results similar to the just discussed
ones were obtained with the help of invariant functions related to some family of polyhedra like
Duadi sheddok [16,20]. This family is subject to the action of an inharmonic group and an invariant
modular function is obtained from the known identity of Cauchy–Cayley. Such representation of
the family of sheddoks is non-trivial since the modular function plays an important role in various
mathematical domains, for instance, the theory of elliptic function, projective geometry, Klein’s
theory of icosahedrons etc. Thus the indicated relations between the theory of polyhedra and other
mathematical domains may stimulate a lot of interesting and important problems. As an example,
one can recall deep results by R. Connelly about bendings of suspensions [9], where he applied an
invariant function, the oriented volume of a suspension, as well as group actions on a family of cubic
curves and Weierstrass elliptic functions.
The investigations presented in this paper were stimulated by pioneering works fulfilled by
R. Connelly and H. Gluck about intimate relations between bendings of surfaces and losses of
stability of shells, works realized by I.Kh. Sabitov and V.A. Alexandrov which solve and generalize
the well-known bellows conjecture, the surprising discovery by A.L. Goldenveiser of the pseudo-
flexibility of rigid elastic shells. Theories developed by V.I. Arnold and by A.V. Pogorelov provided
useful means for study model flexors. First examples of model flexors were presented without
discussions of appropriate linear bendings in [20], where the principal attention was paid to bendings
of right polyhedra. At the same time some discrete linear bendings were considered by Zalgaller and
Burago [7], and also by Bleecker [6]. Themodel flexors presented in [20] are the sheddoks constructed
by A.Duadi and, as a static paradox, the theoretical flexors. These polyhedra togetherwith bipyramidal
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flexors were discussed in short communications [21,17] made by the author for participants of the
International Congresses of Mathematicians in Berlin (1998) and in Beijing (2002).
This paper is a revised and extended version of the short note [22] which was the first author’s
publication on model flexors. Particular linear bendings of star-like bipyramids, which play a crucial
role in explaining the instability of bipyramidal star-like model flexors, were drafted in [16]; some
experimental principles from mechanics which serve as grounds for the mentioned linear bendings
were communicated for participants of the international conference ‘‘Geometry in Odessa—2004’’
[23]. Recall the scheme of that linear bendings: only big ‘‘convex’’ inclined edges are broken, each
one has exactly one moving break point, so some moving singular folds arise on deformed petals. It
turns out that there exists another well-grounded scheme for linear bendings which approximate
the instability: each big ‘‘convex’’ inclined edge is broken in two points, some moving singular cusps
arise on deformed petals, and the deformed pyramid does not have self-intersections along concave
inclined edges. Thus the deformability of a real model may be mathematically approximated by two
different dynamical systems. Singularities of those systems are represented by folds and cusps which
are two basic kinds of singularities of Whitney [3]. The systems are closely related one to another
analytically; in particular, they have the same time interval for the retarded loss of stability. Only
detailed geometrical discussions and mechanical experiments may answer which approximating
system is better. All these questions will be investigated later, so we will understand better the
mathematical and physical phenomenon of model flexors.
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